ART. X The Elizabethan Farmstead at St Lawrence's Vicarage, Appleby
By BLAKE TYSON, B.Sc.
-

I

N several articles in these Transactions the present writer explored seventeenthand eighteenth-century documents to show how Cumbrian farm buildings were
repaired or rebuilt. 1 Although evidence was found to indicate that the older bank
barn in Rydal farmyard is probably Elizabethan and that the barn at Rydal Low Park
might be an even older bank barn, 2 it has proved to be much more difficult to obtain
direct information about sixteenth-century farm buildings. A search through many
boxes of documents in the Rydal manuscripts at the Record Office at Kendal
revealed a surveyors' report on the state of the farm buildings belonging to St
Lawrence's Vicarage at Appleby in 1582 and some other details including part of a
lawsuit applying to the same property. By chance Paul Barker found, in a box of
unsorted Rydal papers, a similar but more detailed survey of the same farmstead,
dating from 1562. 3 Generously he encouraged me to transcribe it and bring it to
publication, so that the two discoveries might yield a brief glimpse of an Elizabethan
farmstead in Cumbria.
The first question to be answered is, why should documents about Appleby
vicarage survive in the Rydal papers? Nicolson and Burn 4 provide some important
clues, noting that the vicarage (with St Michael's, Bongate) was given by Ranulph
de Meschines to the abbot and convent of St Mary's, York by 1120. In 1541, after
the Dissolution, the livings were granted to the Dean and Chapter of Carlisle and
were then leased and sub-leased to several parties. When Dr Hugh Sewel resigned as
vicar of St Lawrence's in 1573, Lancelot Manfield was presented by Ralph Sewel of
Culgaith and John Sewel of Ousby. At Manfield's death, in 1582, Christopher
Walker was instituted "on the presentation of Richard Dudley of Yanwath esquire,
assignee of the Bishop of Durham and others, assignees of John Sewel, assignee of
the dean and chapter".
At Richard Dudley's death in 1593, the Yanwath estate passed to his son
Edmund, whose second son Thomas inherited and was succeeded by his second son
Christopher Dudley, born on 17 December 1607. Christopher's second wife was
Agnes Fleming (1606-1671), eldest child of Daniel Fleming of Skirwith Hall,
grandfather of Daniel Fleming (1633-1701) of Rydal Ha11. 5 Christopher and Agnes
had no surviving children and sold Yanwath to Sir John Lowther of Lowther in
1654, reserving a life interest for both of them. Christopher died on 9 September
1660. When Agnes died on 5 October 1671 her nephew, Daniel Fleming, was her
executor and added the Dudley papers to his own. There are about twelve boxes of
Yanwath material in the Rydal papers plus strays in other boxes.

The property belonging to St Lawrence's vicarage

J.F. Curwen 6 noted that in 1251 Sylvester de Everdon, bishop of Carlisle 1246-55,
re-endowed St Lawrence's vicarage so that "the vicars should have the whole
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altarage, 7 with all the tithes of hay and mills, with the mansion-house and other
houses [i.e. farm buildings] on the west side of the church, with the waste ground
thereabout: with 20 acres of land and the whole common of pasture and of wood
belonging to the ... abbey". In addition they had all the tithes of Hoff, 48 acres of
land in Appleby Field to pay for a chaplain to take daily services at the castle, plus
37 acres in Hoff Field to provide three services each week at Hoff chapel. The abbot
had the option to keep the tithes and provide for services, or to assign both to the
vicar. Curwen commented that "Nothing important seems to have intervened
between this time and the General Ecclesiastical Survey" of 1535, which he
translated and which valued the vicarage at f9 5s. 172d. per year. 8
To obtain an impression of the vicarage, buildings and glebeland, it is worth
comparing two early eighteenth-century terriers. One, dated 1704, was fully
published in 1877 by R.S. Ferguson. 9 The other, dated 6 February 1730, 10 offers
rather better detail of the buildings, which comprised:
Imp. A Mansion or Dwelling House with a Hall, Parlour, Kitchen, Buttery, A Lodging
Room taken of[f] the Buttery, A Closet, A Granary and Lodging Room taken of[f]
the Granary, A closet under the Stair Case, Two Lodgeing Rooms beyond it.
Three Lodgeing Rooms above Stairs and a Study upon the first halfe pace thereof
and two Cellars.
Item A Barne commonly called the Old Barne with a Stable In the End of it and a
double Hogstye adjoining to it.
Item A Barne commonly called the New Barne.

The glebeland can be summarised as follows:
Position
Name
Churchyard
Adjoining north side of churchyard
Church Croft
Old Orchard
which had become pa rt of Church Croft
Two Gardens
"out of the West Door of the Vicarage House"
5
*Lesser Vicar Banks
to the west and southwest of Appleby Town
10
* Greater Vicar Banks
adjoining south side of previous enclosure
8
* Myfootland
between Rankin Close (Earl of Thanet) to north
and pa rt of the common field called Dovestones to
the south
12^* Lincoln Flatts
between Stycroft on North and Nicol Flatt on south
10^Dovestones
lying open on the East of the common field. The
Highway leading to lands called Milbur on west side

Acres
1
3

48 acres plus churchyard
Note: * described as well-fenced enclosures.

If the details of both terriers are true, the house seems to have been extended after
1704. In 1730, there was an extra cellar and three more lodging rooms downstairs,
but one of the three closets was missing. The granary appears to have been moved
downstairs, perhaps to make space for a third lodging room upstairs while the study
probably stayed in the same position halfway up the stairs. In 1704, the old barn was
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Appleby vicarage and St Lawrence's church in 1860. The Ordnance Survey plan, drawn at 1:500
scale, provides a particularly detailed and reliable record of buildings and their environment (reduced to
60% of original scale). Six years later William Whitmarsh Phelps extended the vicarage and garden
northwards as shown in Fig. 2.

FIG. 1.

described as "about twenty-two yards in Length", but the pigsty adjoining was not
mentioned. The new barn was described as "about 18 yards in Length". If the latter
was built in the seventeenth century, the old barn was probably one of the sixteenthcentury buildings to be considered shortly.
The terrier description of the farmyard must now be compared with the earliest
available plans of Appleby, which date from the 1754 election dispute between the
Lowther and Thanet interests. Both parties made plans of the town and, for the
present purpose, each presents problems of interpretation (Fig. 2). The Lowther
plan aligns the vicarage wrongly with respect to the church and Boroughgate, and
omits the Moot Hall (perhaps because it had no voting potential), but shows the
main parts of the vicarage with a plan layout which superficially resembles that
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FIG. 2. Four plans of Appleby vicarage and church with the scales equalised to ease comparison. Whereas

the different methods of representing features on the O.S. plans are well shown, the problems of
reconciling the details and errors on the 1754 plans are more challenging and are discussed in the text.

shown on the 1:1250 Ordnance Survey plan of 1897 11 (Fig. 2). However, the very
detailed 1:500 OS plan of 1860 (Fig. 1) shows the arrangement before the vicarage
was extended and given its wholly Victorian character by "WWP" in 1866. 12 The
Venerable Archdeacon William Whitmarsh Phelps took up his duties as vicar in
January 1865 but died on 27 June 1867, aged 69. A comparison of the 1860 and
1897 plans shows that Phelps took in part of Vicar's (or Church) Close to provide
space for his new extension and a garden for it to overlook. Along the driveway he
yielded a strip of garden to the church yard. He also abandoned the former main
entrance in the middle of the east wall in favour of a new front door with steps to the
extension and reorganised the drive accordingly. The 1866 entrance leads into a
long hallway, the south wall of which has a fine Victorian fireplace which probably
used an existing flue in the north wall of the earlier house.
Whereas the length of the vicarage on the Lowther map was similar to that of
1860, it has been impossible to reconcile the details of its plan shape with the OS
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plan, unless numerous alterations had occurred meanwhile, for which no evidence
has been found. The Thanet version of the vicarage also creates problems but has
some interesting possibilities. It aligns the vicarage well and shows a feasible
arrangement of the gardens west of the house. It seems that the surveyor must have
measured all of the buttresses on the church for they project in the same long and
short sequence as on the 1860 OS plan, but one can question whether he took the
same care on the vicarage. When the scale of the church is equalised, the main house
in 1754 is drawn too long by about 22 percent and the narrow width too large by
about 40 percent, compared to 1860. However the 1860 entrance was in the same
position as the eastern of two opposing doorways on the 1754 Thanet map. The
doorways may have been linked by a cross-passage, a common feature of medieval
houses. The western doorway seems to have been enclosed within an extension
which, to judge from the Lowther plan, was built before 1754 and was ignored by
the Thanet surveyor. The doorway was no doubt still functioning in 1860, since a
pathway emerged from the re-entrant angle between the extension and the southern
half of the house. The latter and the range of outbuildings further south were
demolished in 1990 to make way for a new vicarage, which was designed to be
compatible with the local style. This is attached to its predecessor, which was
allowed to fall into decay until Mr and Mrs K. Reife bought it and, by an
outstanding example of unaided building conservation, converted it into a beautiful
home for the elderly, with easy access to the town and a fine outlook over the cricket
ground on Vicar's Croft.
The demolished section was said to be of seventeenth-century date and, during
the rebuilding, a collapse revealed two cellars whose existence had not been
suspected. 13 Therefore it seems likely that the hall, mentioned in 1704, was further
north and may have had a screen separating it from the suggested cross-passage.
The parlour probably lay between the hall and the north wall shown on the 1860
plan. If this is true, then these rooms were where the Relfe's kitchen and dining
room now are, and the west wall of the latter is certainly thick enough to have been
the rear outer wall of a medieval building one room deep, but the east wall has been
entirely refashioned in Victorian style. In the roof space, old timbers were left in
place when a later roof was built over them, but their dates have not been
established. The northern part of the vicarage, as drawn on the Thanet plan, (the
parlour ?) gives the impression of being an extension which might have been first
built before 1562, since a slated cross-loft is mentioned in the documents to be
discussed shortly. It is unfortunate that none of the ancient buildings has survived in
an easily recognisable form to make the suggested dating more secure (Fig. 3).
Regarding the vicarage farmbuildings, the Lowther and Thanet maps both show
two out-buildings south of the house, which must surely equate with the two barns
of the terriers and they agree that the larger barn stood beside the School Wiend,
now called Low Wiend. However the Thanet map shows that the barn nearer the
house had a small projection, which could be the double pig sty (mentioned in
1730) on the end of "the Old Barne with a Stable In the End of it". It was sited
conveniently for feeding household waste to the pigs; and the horses would be more
secure near the house. If this suggestion is right, then the barn by School Wiend
should be the new barn, probably for corn. This raises a problem, for the 1704
terrier suggests that the old barn was the longer of them by four yards. Perhaps pa rt
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FIG. 3. A possible sequence of building developments at Appleby vicarage. This might need amendment

if more reliable evidence is discovered.

of it had been demolished before 1730, to be partly replaced by the pig sties. By
1843 when the Appleby tithe map was drawn, both barns had been demolished and
replaced by one aligned north to south and apparently divided into four sections.
The date of that change has not been found and the replacement farm building has
not survived to provide evidence. As most of the farmyard site has been redeveloped,
excavations might yield few traces of the old farm buildings now to be discussed.

The vicarage farmstead, surveyed on 24 October 1562

The survey document is signed by four assessors and suggests that they inspected
each building in turn, perhaps in the order of the descriptions. The wheat barn
appears to have been in fairly good condition, lacking only six sparrs (rafters) and
two "fothers" of wattling. In this case the wattles were probably "rods laid on a roof
to support thatch" rather than interwoven for filling spaces in wall frames, for most
walls around Appleby were probably built of sandstone. A fother was probably a
cartful of rods. 14 There were no materials available on site. Thatch had to be bought
for 6s.8d. and 6s. more was allowed for the carpentry, the fixing of thatching rods,
thatching ("thekyn") and walling in unspecified materials. The "hayver" barn for
oats 15 and the "bigg" barn for barley were in a similar condition and needed twenty
rafters, two fothers of wattles and wood for two doors. Less thatch was needed but
the repairs to these two barns would take ten man-days at nearly 7d. a day.
Since much more work was needed on the other farm buildings, the assessors
noted the number of "cuppells" in each. These were no doubt cruck frames rather
than roof trusses. The number of bays would then depend on whether the gable
walls were cruck-framed or of stone, so that four couples would create either three
bays or five bays respectively. There is no internal evidence to resolve this point but,
since another inspection team twenty years later included two wallers, it seems likely
that the main walls were of stone. The kiln was "In decay And Clean goyne doune"
and there were only five pieces of worthless timber available on site. All four crucks
needed new timber ("temer") and all the other members of the trusses. Four fothers
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of rods were needed for thatching. The carpenters' work would cost 40s. while all of
the other work and the purchase of thatch would cost 30s. for the full rebuild
including "makyn the kylnepot".
The "Old Barne with a Stable in the End of it", recorded in 1730, might have
been the 1562 "haybarne, stabyll and couhouse" which was described as being in
such decay that collapse seemed likely. There were six couples of "greyt temer", half
of which were not serviceable and required total replacement by new timber. Five
fothers of thatching wattles were needed too. As with the other buildings there were
no useful materials "ther to be gotten" on site. The carpenters' work was to cost
33s.4d., other work only 10s. and thatch just 6s.8d. This suggests that the cruck
frames were the main cause for concern, rather than the roof or walls.
With regard to the house, both the buttery and larder were "Clear goyne Doune" and
needed two couples of new crucks and all associated timbers, but there were only three
pieces of useless wood available. Carpentry would cost 20s., other work 6s.8d. and the
thatch just 3s.4d. Ten doors were needed and would cost Is. each for workmanship.
The "haule" (hall) roof needed 3s.4d. worth of thatch, while the "Croslofte" required
roof repairs, using slate of unspecified value. If the hall was indeed thatched, it might
well have been the older part of the house with the slated cross-loft as an extension at
right angles to it. If this was so, then the outline of the vicarage on the 1754 Thanet
plan, however much it differs from the OS plans, may have been intended to suggest
that the extension lay across the northern end of the house.
The buttery and larder which needed so much repair, were probably in the older,
southern, part of the building. It is worth noting that the Thanet plan shows the
vicarage with three doorways, two of them directly opposite, as if they might have
been linked by a cross passage which, in a medieval house, would be separated from
the hall by a screen with doorways leading to the service rooms. In view of the
uncertainties discussed above, it stretches credibility too far to draw inferences from
this. Lastly the "garner house" (granary) which, in the 1704 terrier, was located
upstairs in the house lacked a "rybbe" (purlin), two pairs of door cheeks and "on'
helynge on' wy[n]doy". If window is the correct interpretation of the last word, the
"helynge" may have been a small roof. 16 If the two were combined perhaps the item
refers to a dormer window or a skylight and suggests that the granary, as in many
houses, was in the attic. The carpentry would take four days at 7d. a day and the
other work would cost 4s. 8d., probably for eight days work. Just like modern estate
agents, the inspectors made sure to insert a `get-out' clause by stating that the stored
crops prevented full inspection of the farm building structures.
The estimate generates an impression that, except for its service rooms, the
vicarage house was in a much better condition than the farm buildings and that at
least part of it was roofed in slate. In contrast, though "thack" could be applied to
any roof covering including slate, the farm buildings all seem to have been thatched
and in need of substantial weather proofing. The kiln appears to have been a total
ruin which needed completely rebuilding at considerable cost. The stable and
haybarn were almost as bad and the buttery and larder were ruinous. The absence of
useful materials on site indicates neglect of building maintenance. However, since
the repair of main timbers, walls and roofs were the landlord's responsibility, the
decay might suggest that the Dean and Chapter were negligent in the care of their
property by allowing so much sub-letting.
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The original text reads as follows:
[Endorsed] "For Repacions of St Lawrence in Appleby."
Accordynge to yor Lordshipps Coma [n] dme [n] t And Comyscion We hayve vewyt the
houses of the vicarage of Sante laure [nce] of Appelbie not so full a valove as we
wo'ld hayve doyne yf we had beyn sworne.
Fyrst for the Rep [ar] acons of the wheyt barne, & vi sparrs and ii fothers of watlynge
lackyn [g] and none to be gotte ther
Itm^for wryght worke watlyng, thekyn and waulynge the sayd barne ^vi s
vi s viii d
Itm^for thacke to be bought to the sayme^
Itm^for the hayver barne And bygge barne, xx spans, ii fothers of Watlyng and Wodd
for ii dores & non ther to be gotte
Itm^for the wryght worke, Watlyng, thekyn and Waulyng x days^v s viii d
iiii s
Itm^for thake to be bought to the sayd barnes ^
Itm^for the Kylne whiche ys In decay And Clean goyne doune And no wodde lefte bot
v pecs of asell [hazel] temer [timber] of no vaylou & the sayd kylne was of iiii
Cuppells of temer and All the wodde ys lackyn for the sayd kylne and none theyr
to be gotten. Wherefor we fynd yt must hayve for the byldy[n]g of the same
agayne iiii Cuppells of new temer wth all other wodds belo [n] gy [n] g therto and
also iiii fothers Watly [n] g
Itm^for the wryght worke of the sayme kylne ^
xl s
Itm^for Watlyng, thekyn And wauly[n]ge, makyn the kylnepot
xxx s
and for thake to be bought to same^
Itm^for the haybarne, stabyll and Couhouse is In suche decay that shay wyll fall doune
the sayd house ys of vi Cuppells of temer wherefore the on[e] half of the sayd
greyt temer wyl not serve to the byldynge of the sayme therfore yt must hayve iii
Cuppells of new temer and all other wodd therto belo [n] gynge wth v fothers of
Watlynge And none ther to be gotte
Itm^for Wryght worke of the sayd houses ^
xxxiii s iiii d
Itm^for watlynge, thekyn and waulyng of the sayd houses ^x s
Itm^for thake to be bought to the sayme^
vi s viii d
Itm^on[e] buttery And on[e] larderhouse Cleargoyne Doune therefore yt must have ii
Cuppell off new temer and all other wodds belongy[n] ge to the same and no wod
lefte bot iii pecs yt wyl do no service
Itm^for the Wryght Worke of the sayd buttry ^
xx s
Itm^for Watlyng thekyn and Waulynge^
vi s viii d
Itm^for thake to be bought to the sayme^
iii s iiii d
It^thayr laks wodd for x dores the workmanship of the sayme^x s
Itm^for the haule for thake to be bought to the sayme ^iii s iiii d
Itm^for thekyn and mendyng Croslofte waulles and slaterworke ^iii s viii d
It^for Slaytt to the sayme [blank]
Itm^for the garner house yt lacks on[e] Rybbe on[e] helynge on[e] wydoy [window] , ii
paer of doure cheks and no wodd ther
Itm^for the Wryght worke of the sayme iiii days ^
ii s iiii d
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iiii s viii d

In Wytnesse of all the p [re] miss [e] s we hayve sette o[u]r seylls and subscribed o[u]r names
the xxiiii day of October In ano quarto Elezabeth Regina forthermore be yt
knowen that forsomoche as thar ys Corne and hay in the foresayd barnes we
Cannot p [e] rfyctly know what Decay the sayd barnes ys in whayr the sayd corne
and hay sta [n] ds

Summa^£ ix xvi s [+4d.]
[Signed & sealed] Thomas [illegible], Heugh Calvert, Antony Poultray, John Calvert.

Source: C.R.O., Kendal, WD/Ry, box 131.

The valuation of dilapidations on 25 August 1582

This document is much less detailed than the earlier example, but follows a similar
arrangement, as if the other had been used as a model. It begins by naming two
carpenters, two wallers and eight other men, all sworn (Jur[at]) to give a true
appraisal. Except for the house where glass, locks, keys and bars are mentioned, the
work is identified briefly under three headings: woodwork, "thack" and walls (in
several spellings). The total cost of the work at £20 14s.4d. was more than double
the earlier estimate of L9 16s.4d.; over two years' income from the vicarage estate
rather than one. The wheat barn ("whetlaithe") and barley barn ("bigg laithe")
again seem to have been in relatively good condition compared to the remainder of
the buildings, for their repairs amounted to only 10s.4d. and 8s. respectively. The
oat barn required a good deal of woodwork (20s.) and the cowhouse needed even
more (26s.8d.), plus a lot of thatching and wall repairs (each 13s.4d.). By
comparison, the £7 estimated for the "garner pr[i]est chamber and stable"
woodwork, L1 for the thatch and £2 10s. for the walls, suggest that much rebuilding
was required, but since the first two were apparently in the house and the stable
would not have been, it is difficult to make much sense from the entry. In the house
the hall, kitchen, bedrooms and maid's room needed considerable repairs to
woodwork (36s.8d.), walls (40s.) and thatch (20s.). Since the previously ruined
buttery, larder and kiln were not mentioned, it is likely that they had been
adequately rebuilt in 1562. In both cases the estimates refer almost entirely to the
main structure, walls and roof, as these were the landlord's responsibility.
The original text reads as follows:
xxv th Auguste 1582.
The names of the artificers & other p [er] sons appointed & sworne for the delapidacions of
St Laurence of appelbie.
George Calvert [crossed out]
Renold herryson, Robert Willson carpenters
Lancelote Atkinson, Henrie Willson wallers
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Thomas Yare, Anthony Hill, John Machell, Willm Clarke
Cuthbet Pelter, Thomas Machell smith, Richard Warryner, Myles Scott.
[note: Jur. = sworne was written after each name]
[second side]
Imprimis first the whetlaithe the timber and woud worke ^iii s^iiii d
xii d
Itm the wawles of the same laithe ^
vi
s
Itm the thake of the same laithe^
Somon x s iiii d
hm the bigg laithe the timber and woud worke
Itm the thake of the same laithe
Itm the wales of the same
Summ viii s
xx s
iii^s^iiii^d
iii^s^iiii^d

Itm the haver lathe & hay laithe woud work
Itm the thacke of the said barne
Itm the walles of the said barne
Soma xxvi s viii d

xxvi^s^viii d
xiii^s^iiii^d
xiii^s^iiii^d

Itm the cow husse timber & woud worke
Itm thake of the same husse
Itm wals of the same husse
Soma liii s iiii d
Itm the garner prest chamber and stable timber & woud worke^vii
Itm the thake of the same husse
Itm the wales of the same husse
Soma xL xs

Itm the kichin & maddis chamber the hale and cha[m]bers
xxxvi s^viii d
for timber & woud worke^
xl s
Itm the wawles of the same^
Itm for thake of the same ^
xx s
Itm for glase of the same^
xx d
Itm lockes kies and barres^
vii^s^viii d
[sub-total: L5 6s. Od.]
[grand total: L20 14s. 4d.]

Source: C.R.O., Kendal, WD/Ry, box 46.
Although this estimate is less detailed than its predecessor, it survives in a bundle
which contains pa rt of a relevant lawsuit. 17 "The Annsweare of Richard Backhowse
defendant to the bill of Complaint of Richard Dudley complenant" is dated 14 May
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1583 and is worth summarising. The complaint has not been found, but Backhouse
denied its truth. He stated that Hugh Sewell, named in the bill, had been vicar of St
Lawrence in Appleby and "abowte sixtenne yeares last paste dyd resigne the sayde
vicarage" and "Launcelott Manf[ield] was Lawfullie [instituted] to the same". His
estimate of sixteen years was excessive, since Hugh Sewell's resignation on 17 April
1573 and Manfield's appointment just six days later survives (in Latin) in the same
bundle. Dudley had then claimed the vicarage premises, but Richard "nowe" bishop
of Durham, 18 the bishop of Carlisle, and others, decided that Manfield should enjoy
the vicarage so long as he stayed in post. Richard Dudley yielded, so that Manfield
kept the premises until "abowte the feaste of Penticoste Last paste" (i.e. 3 June
1582) when he let them to the defendant, one of the last transactions of Manfield's
life.
Backhouse put "kyen" (cattle) to graze in the churchyard and a neighbouring
close and "abowte August Laste past" picked plums and other fruit from the
orchard, not realising "that the sayde Compleynaunte ... was Lawefullie possessed
for tearme of dyvers years yett enduringe" and that he (Backhouse) had wrongly
entered the premises. As Manfield's concession would have ended at his death later
in 1582, Backhouse's sub-tenancy ceased to be valid and Richard Dudley clearly
intended to retrieve his loss of nine years earlier, for he had a sub-lease from the
"bishop of Durham and others, assignees of John Sewel, assignee of the dean and
chapter". 19 Although the document is incomplete and the outcome has not been
found, the case indicates that Richard Dudley already had a direct interest in St
Lawrence's vicarage in 1573, even though he did not nominate Manfield as vicar. It
is not yet clear whether his lease went back to 1562. He might well have taken
possession of the earlier estimate when he took over the lease and clearly kept it until
his death in 1593. 20

Conclusions

Richard Dudley's care to preserve the two estimates has given a rare opportunity to
gain an insight into the nature of an Elizabethan farmstead in Cumbria, though it is
unfortunate that more information about the workmen, the construction details and
the prices, quantities, possible sources and uses of materials were not included. The
details present several problems of interpretation and any analysis must be tentative.
For example, in most cases "wryght worke, watlyng, thekyn and waulyng" were
lumped together, probably for convenience since, in 1562, the assessors admitted
that they gave "not so full a valove as we wo'ld hayve doyne yf we had beyn
sworne". As the 1582 assessors were sworn but gave even fewer details, more
attention will be paid to the earlier valuation. The cost of labour in 1562 works out
at 7d. a day per man for carpenters' work on the granary and 6.8d. on the oat and
barley barns. It was probably similar on the other buildings but is not available.
While the quantities of spans and "fothers of watlynge" for the barns are provided,
the items are not separately priced. In addition, the quantity and type of thatch and
slate is not mentioned. Any attempt to examine the proportions of materials and
prices leaves more questions unanswered than it solves, probably as a result of the
varying, but usually unstated, degree of decay. For example, whereas a repair
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needing six rafters in the wheat barn required 6s.8d. worth of thatch, the renewal of
twenty rafters in the oat and barley barns needed thatch costing only 4s. but the
same amount of wattling to support it.
In contrast to these uncertainties, it is possible to make some suggestions. For
example, the complete replacement of the four-cruck kiln shows that the cost of
wrights' work was 40s., a rate of 10s. per cruck-frame including all associated
woodwork. This rate seems to be confirmed by the details for replacing the twocruck buttery, which required "all other woods belonging to the same and no wod
lefte" and cost 20s. for carpentry work. To repair the six-couple haybarn, stable and
cowhouse, three of those required replacement and the carpentry work cost 11 s. l d.
a frame overall, perhaps to allow for the extra work cutting, jointing and refixing the
sound members belonging to the other frames.
The same buildings provide clues to another possible link in that the total cost of
wattling, thatch and thatching was exactly half of the cost of the carpenters' work.
Since the same relationship is seen in the buttery prices, one might expect the kiln
walls etc. to have cost 20s. rather than 30s. Perhaps "makyn the kylnepot"
accounted for the difference. This argument suggests that the granary was in
relatively good condition because the carpenters' work cost only half of the
remaining expenses. The small amount to be spent on the three corn barns indicates
that they were in a much better condition than the other buildings, perhaps because
of the value and importance of the tithes stored in them. One can suggest a weak,
but feasible relationship between the number of crucks and the amount of wattling
required, for the four-cruck kiln needed four fothers of wattling and the six-couple
haybarn needed five fothers, or roughly a 1:1 ratio.
One cannot determine the plan arrangement of the farmyard from the details in
the estimates and the only clues which appear to suggest that all the buildings were
on the one site are firstly, that there seems to be only one building for each function
and, secondly, that several of the buildings were linked in different combinations by
the assessors. For example, while the wheat barn was separately identified in both
estimates (and therefore could have been at a different location), in 1562 the oat and
barley barns were valued together whereas, in 1582, the barley barn was treated
separately and the oat barn was valued with the haybarn. However, in 1562 the
haybarn, stable and cowhouse were described as a "house . . . of vi Cuppells of
temer" as if all were in the building yet, in 1582, the cowhouse was appraised
separately and the stable was included with the "prest chamber" and granary, which
in 1704 were both in the vicarage house. While it is conceivable that the functions of
some buildings might have changed during the twenty year interval, it may be more
likely that the different combinations were made purely for the convenience of the
assessors. If this was the case, then it seems that all the buildings were on one site
and comprised separate barns for hay, wheat, barley and oats plus a stable,
cowhouse, granary and kiln but not necessarily as eight separate structures. Such a
complex sub-division of building functions would allow different tithes to be stored
separately and was more typical of a large arable farm of the English lowlands. 21
In view of the uncertainty surrounding the farmyard arrangement and the
difficulties in interpreting the construction details in the estimates, it is clear that a
search must now be made for more documents which refer to ordinary Elizabethan
building work so that it might become possible to clarify some definitions and
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practices which have proved intractable in this article. Also, using documents to
extend the study of traditional building work to earlier periods might help to reveal
whether the use of stone and slate in vernacular buildings was more common than
has been supposed. The widespread re-use of such materials and old roof timbers is
often noted in seventeenth and eighteenth-century documents and may go a long
way towards explaining the rarity of surviving vernacular buildings from before the
Great Rebuilding. The bank barns at Rydal show that stone and slate were used for
farm buildings on large estates in the sixteenth century, but only much more
documentary research might begin to discover how commonly such materials were
used on other Cumbrian farms. This article is a first step in that direction.
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CW2, lxxix, 85-97 (Rydal Low Park and Coniston Hall); lxxx, 113-129 (Rydal Hall farmyard); lxxxi,
93-112 (Skirwith and Kirland Hall farmyards); lxxxii, 151-176 (Troutbeck barns); lxxxiii, 107-125
(Sockbridge Hall barn & mill); xc, 235-252 (Newlaithes Hall, Carlisle). Also see: "Building Accounts
for Enlarging a Farm Building at Maulds Meaburn, Cumbria", Vernacular Architecture, vol. 18 (1987),
17-24.

To summarize the evidence: In 1673 the wooden chimney of the brewhouse in Rydal Hall farmyard
was rebuilt in stone (and survives), so that the building must be considerably older. An unbonded join
in the wall shows that the brewhouse was added to the older bank barn (now the camp shop) in which
a window on the north side was blocked. Therefore the barn is likely to be Elizabethan. The barn in
Rydal Low Park was rebuilt in 1659, leaving pa rt of the former building standing. This older section
occupies the south-east gable and the rear wall against the ramp entry. Therefore the earlier bank barn
might well date from before 1550.
3 Cumb ri a Record Office (C.R.O.), Kendal, WD/Ry, box 131 for 1562 estimate and box 46 for 1582
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4 J. Nicolson & R. Burn, History of Westmorland and Cumberland (1777), i, 321 5.
5 W.G. Collingwood (ed.), The Memoirs of Sir Daniel Fleming (1928), 66-7 CWAAS, Tract Series, xi;
and J.R. Magrath, The Flemings in Oxford (1904), i, 342 Oxford Historical Society, vol. xliv.
6 J.F. Curwen, The Later Records of North Westmorland (1932), 47 CWAAS Record Series, viii.
7
Payments to priests for providing services, especially the eucharist.
8 J. Caley, Valor Ecclesiasticus
(1825), vol. 5; copy at the Record Office, Kendal.
9 The house had "a Hall, Parlour, Kitchen, Buttery, Cellar, One Lodgeing Room and three little Closets
Below Stairs; and two Lodgeing Rooms, a Granary and a Study above stairs". R.S. Ferguson (ed.),
Bishop Nicolson's Visitation and Survey of the Diocese of Carlisle in 1703 4 (1877), 185 8 CWAAS, Extra
Series, i.
10 C.R.O., Kendal, WPR/28/ I/11. The terri ers were during the ministries of James Lamb (1698-1720)
and John Christopherson (1720-1758) respectively, both of whom were presented by the Dean and
Chapter (N & B, i, 325).
11 Thanet map in C.R.O., Kendal, WD/Hoth; Lowther map in C.R.O., Carlisle, D/Lons/L, 1754
election. OS plans in C.R.O., Kendal.
12
Initials and date on a shield over the front door of the former vicarage.
13 Information gathered at a site visit.
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The Cholstrey (Herefordshire) barn at the Avoncroft Museum (Bromsgrove) has poplar crucks with
undaubed wattled sides to allow for air circulation. In O.E.D. fother = cartful, though a cart's capacity
might vary considerably. A fother of lead, for example might weigh from 19.5 cwt (2,184 lbs) to as
much as 2400 lbs.
15 Traditional haver bread (from Old Norse hafrar) or "clap bread" was made from unleavened oatmeal.
Hence haversack in which to carry it. William Rollinson, Life and Tradition in the Lake District (1974),
38.
16 Heling = the covering of the roof of a building; hellier = a tiler or slater, perhaps from hele, to hide
(hence helmet) and a possible origin for helm, a simple farm building with a roof which could be moved
up and down on posts to shelter stacked crops — the original dutch barns. W.H. Zimmermann, "The
`Helm' in England ...", Vernacular Architecture, vol. 23 (1992), 34-43, esp. 40a.
17 C.R.O., Kendal, WD/Ry, box 46.
18 i.e. Richard Barnes who became bishop of Carlisle in 1570, moved to Durham in 1577 and died in
1587. (N. & B., ii, 283).
19 N. & B., i, 325.
20 According to scraps of old genealogy notes in box 46 of the Rydal papers, Richard Dudley was born
about Candlemas 1521, i.e. about 2 February "8 yrs after Floddenfyld".
21 For an example see B. Tyson, "Rebuilding Chilworth Farm, Oxfordshire in 1740", Historic Farm
Buildings Group, Journal, vol. 3 (1989), 3-17.
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